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SUMMARY 
The range of application of two-stage turbines t o  driving single- 
spool conq?ressors was studied by-investigating whether or not a two- 
stage  turbine  with frontal area 30 larger than  the cadrpressor f rontal  
area could be satisfactorily designed to   dr ive a particular compressor 
under take-off conations. A previoris investigation has shown that a 
turbine designed to   dr ive a particular conpressor under --off condi- 
tions would also satisfactorily  drive that compressor for cruising a t  
altitude, 10aXimum thrust at a l t i tude ,  and engine acceleration a t  
80 percent of rated equivalent speed provided that the engine i s  operated 
w i t h  constant exhaust-nozzle area and variable  rotative speed. 
The low blade-tip speed, high work, and high air flaw per unit of . .  
frontal   mea of t h i s  compressor make cr i t ica l   the  problem of designing 
a two-stage turbine  to  drive this corapressar. . In this study of velocity 
diagram f o r  such a turbine, a slmpllfied, a p p r o a t e  method of analysis 
was evolved which fairly accurately  predicts design-flow  conditions. 
From th is  analysis, the following conclusion was drawn: 
For the purpose o f  driving a single-spool coqressor as p w t  of a 
turbojet  engine, a two-stage turbine can be sat isfactor i ly  designed 
within  the  following  Umfts : 
(1) Turbine frontal  area 1. compressor frontal area 
(2) Relative  entrance Mach rimer t o  any blade row 5 0.82 
(3) Turning by any blade row 5 113O 
(4) No static-pressure rise across any blade row 
(5) Exit   kngential   velocity 5 5 9  feet per second 
L 
provided that the following conditione are satisfied: 
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(1) The e q i h e .  i s  operated with canstant exhaust-nozzle mea. 
(2)  The conqressor has characteristics witbin the following range: . 
(a) Equivalent air flow per unit frontal area <, 25 8 pounds 
per  .square  foot-second 
(b) Equivalent t i p  speed 2 8 9 2  feet  per second 
( c )  Equivalent- work input 5 131 Btu per pound 
.. . . .. 
IN'I'RODUCTION 
Design of a turbine fo r  a range of turbojet-engine operation rather 
than for a single operating condition reqxkea that the turbine-design 
requirements f o r  the WiouS conditio- of'qper&tl.on be cornidwed. In 
reference 1, the design requiremenlx are determined for tukbiaes t o  
dr ive a particular single-spool, high-pressure ratio, low-blade-tip- 
speed c q r e s s o r  under the followjag CondLtiom: 
(I) Take-off . . . . .. . .  
(2)  ~ax~mum thrust' a t   a l t i t ude  
(3) Altitude cruising 
(a) With m u m - t h r u s t  exhaust-nozzle area 
(b) A t  rated rotative speed 
-. . . 
"" 
(4) Engine acceleration a t  eo. percent -des_ign_equivalent rotative 
speed 
.. . .  . . - .  . . "" - 
In  reference 1, the engine operating conditions for take-off are con- 
sidered t o  be: compressor total-pressure ratio, 8.75; turbine-inlet 
temperature, 2160' R; and rated  rotative speed; at rated speed and a 
total-pressure ratio of 8.75, th i s  compressor has an equivalent t i p  
speed .of .a92 feet  p~r-.~e$oncl; an equiqalent weight flow of 158 pounds 
per second; and a f r o n t a l  area of Sal  ~ s & S + 7 i E T h e ~ . .  
. . 
. . . .  . -"  
- 
. . -. 
- --- 
" 
The three compressor parameters that determine turbine-design 
requirements a r e  mass flow per unit frontal  area, work, and blade-tip 
speed. Increasing ccqpressar work, increasing m&ss flow per unit com- 
' pressor frontal area, or  decreasing compr.essor-b&de-tip speed make the 
turbine-design requirements..mare. critical if an attempt is made to   s tay 
within a given nurdber of turbine.  stages,  a given turbine frontal area, 
and pre-established turbine a e r o d y n d c  limits. The characteristics of 
- - _  
- 
. -.. " . . "_ 
I " ". -
.. . . 
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several engines currently being developed w e r e -  investigated; the 
requirements aposed on a turbine  to  drive  the conpressor for t h i s  
investigation  cogtltuted the m a s t -  severe  .tvo-stage  turbine-design  prob- 
lem because of the high mass flow ger  unit  frofital an&, the high work, 
and the low blade-tip speed of the congressor. 
The high work output required of a turbine t o  dr ive  t h i s   c q r e s e o r  
precluded  the  possibility of achieving a single-stage  turbine design 
vithin conventional aerodynamic limits aad it apgeared questionable 
whether or  not even a two-stage turbine could be designed within con- 
venttonal aerodynmic limits t o  satisfy the turbine-design requirements. 
Although by comparison with a two-stage. turbine it would be relatively 
easy to  obtain a three-stage  turbine  design within conventional  aero- 
dyna?.de lfmits t o  sat isfy the turbine-design requirements, a three-stage 
turbine would, 131 general, have .the disadvantages of being lmger, 
heavier, and more comglex. 
For engine operation .with constant exhaust-nozzle area, reference 1 
shows that the turbine-des- requirements are nearly identical f o r  
take-off, naximum thrust at  altitude, and cruising a t  a l t i t u d e .  For 
engine operation a t  rated  rotative speed, reference 1 shows that the 
ainhum pemdssible exit annular mea is greater than for  operation with 
constant exhaust-nozzle area; this increase in the exit annular area 
operation for take-off, maximum thrust a t  altitude, and cruising at  
altitude. A turbine which sat isf ies  the requirements of satisfactory 
operation either with constant exhaust-nozzle area or at constant rota- 
t i v e  speed is sham in  reference 1 to a l s o  sat isfy the requirements f o r  
acceleration a t  80 percefit of rated equivalent speed. The turbine- 
design problem may therefore be divided into two phases, one f o r  each 
type of cruising operation, w-hich correspond t o   t he  following two modes 
of engine operation f o r  take-off, cruise, and m x h u m  thrust at  alt i-  
tude: (1) engine operation with constiant exhaust-nozzle area and var- 
iable rotative speed, and (2)  engine operation a t  design rotative speed 
wlth variable exhaust-nozzle area. 
rr makes more c r i t i ca l   the  problem of designing a .turbine f o r  satisfactory 
4 
The range of application of two-stage turbines"bo drivfng single- 
spool compressors i s  studiedby  investigating whether o r  not a two- 
stage  turbine may be  satisfactorily designed to   d r ive  a particular 
compressor over a range o f  engine operation for which the exhaust- 
nozzle area is constant. The possibil i ty of designing a two-stage tur-  
bfne f or  engine  operation. a t  ra%ed  rotative  speed over the  same range 
of conditions is a problem which remains t o  be studied. 
Because a great.number of turbine designs my be considered f o r  
.- driving  this  coqressar,  a simple method is  desirable f o r  scanning the.  
most promising range of design. A series of turbine-design charts was 
c therefore devised to prov'ide the simple method. Phese charts were based 
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on a one-dimensional analysis of flow w i t h i n  t w i n e s  and were applied 
t o  provide an approximatton of the velocity diagrams at  the hub, the 
r ad ia l   s t a t ion -a t  which flow conditions me most c r i t i ca l .  
For one possible desigp condition selected framthese design charts, 
the velocity diagrams w a e  mare accurately estimated by  considering 
rEtdiELl variations i n  flow rather than jus t  h~ conditions. Simglified 
radfal equilibrium was assumed (eee reference 2) and a free-vortex dis- 
tr ibution of tangential velocity'was employed. 
This investigation was conducted a t  +he NMA Lewis labaratmy. 
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SYMBOLS 
The fdlowhg synibols are used in  this repart:  
f ron ta l  area, sq f t  
velocity of sound, ft /sec 
.. . 
cr i t ical  velocity @s- - ft/sec 
work output, Btu/lb 
gravitational  constant, 32 17 ft/sec2 
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778.2 ft-lh/Btu 
absolute pressure, lb/sq ft 
gas canstant, ft-u/( a) (OR) 
absolute temperature, ?R 
blade velocity, f%/sec 
absolu- velocity of gas, ft;/sec 
relative velocity of gas, ft /sec 
weight-f low rate of gas, lb/sec 
flaw angle of absolute velocity measured f'rm axial direction, deg- 
flow angle of relative  velocity measured from axial direction, deg 
.- 
" 
3 
R1 
v, 
R 
P 
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r ra t io  of specific heats, 1.32 
A prefix to   indicate  change 
rl adiabatic  stage  efficiency 
e angle i n  axial plane between hner shroud and axis of turbine 
P gas density, lb/cu ft 
( referred  to  herein as ccme w) , deg 
m s c r i p t s :  
1 enhance  to  f irst  stator 
2 entrance to flrst rotor 
3 entrance t o  second stator 
4 entrance t o  second rotor 
5 exit of second rotor 
U tangential comgonent 
X axial cmponent 
. 
Superscript: 
1 stagnation  or total state 
Design conditions 
According t o  the turbine-design requirements Fn reference 1, a tur- 
bine designed t o  drive the cangpressor under engine take-off conditions 
wlll satisfy the design requfrements far the remaining three conditions 
for constant exhaust-nozzle operation. For this reason and, because it 
i s  conventional design practice t o  design for the take-off condition, 
only the design conditions imp0se.d by the take-off operation of the 
engine &re considered. For this  type of engine operation, the follaTing 
aesign  conditions must be fulfilled by the turbine. I 
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Work output, Btu/lb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  131 
Compressm-blade.-tip speed, ft/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  892 
Turbine-inlet temperature, % . . . . . . . .  .- . . .  : . . . . .  2,160 
Turbine-inlet pressure, lb/sq f t  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  17,600 
A i r  flow per unit compressor frontal  area, lb/sq ft-sec . . . . . .  25.8 
, -  
For --off, the minimum pemss ib l e  exit EL?ulula;r area i s  
383 square Inches (reference 1). Use of an area of 383 square inches 
WOU result Fn- operation a t  Uniting loading f o r  a large part of the 
engine operating range. ~n -der t o  provide additional latitude of 
turbine operation, the exit annular area was therefare arbi t rar i ly  
increased  by a p p r o m t e l y  6 percent t o  405. sq-e inches. 
A turbine lazger  In-  diameter than theconpressor i s  undesirable 
because the  resulting increase fn frontal area of the engine woad 
reduce the advanbge of the high mass flow per unit frontal area of the 
cmpressor. In general, the design problem of producing a given amount 
of work from a turbine stage within certain deaign limits is  easier if 
%he turbine-blade speed is high rather than low. If the rotative speed 
of the turbine is fixed, as Fn this case, high blade speeds can be 
obtained only by using large twbi? d$@netgrs, For these remons, 
the t i p  diameter of every  turbine blade row was naade .equal t o  the t i p  
diameter of the conpressor. If the mass f l q  of the compressor is 
a s swd  t o  be equal t o  the mass flow of the turbbe ,  the  result  of this 
selection of turbine diameters i s  that the turbine-blade-tip speed and 
the gas flow p e r  unit of turbine  frontal  area are equal to the corre- 
sponaFng values for the compressor. 
Design Limits 
The following design lfmits ana rest r ic t ion on the velocity dia- 
grams were chosen: 
(1) L M t s  
(a) The relative Mach nmfber at the  entrance t o  any blade row 
should not exceed 0.85. .. - . . . .  .. 
(b) The amount of turning  required of any blade row should not 
exceed 120°; t h i s  applies t o  the  velocity  relative  to each blade row. 
(c) The s t a t i c  pressure shauld not rise across any blade row. 
(2)  Restriction "" . .  
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Because the  understaadbg of losses and flow In turbines is incam- 
plete, these limits axe qirical and, consequently, sanewhat arbitrary.  
IY different magnit-s were  assigned to  these limits, the  possible 
range of turblne design would be changed. Such a change would alter the 
numerical magnitudes in  the conqluted resul ts  but the method of analysis 
of the design problem would be the same. The selected magnitudes of 
these Units are thought t o  be typical of thoae 5 n  current use. 
The restr ic t ion that the ekit  tangential  velocity should approach 
zero  -lies that 110 me8118 i s  considered t o  be available for recover- 
the kinetic energy Fn this camponent of velocity. The use of e ldt  
straightening vanes as in  a campressar is, of course, a possible means 
of recovering th i s  energy. X, however, the exit tangential velocity can 
can be reduce2 in design t o  a sufficiently small value, sa tbfac tory  
performance w i l l  very likely result without recovery of this energy. In 
a design of this type, f o r  which the turbine operating conditions far 
c r u i s i n g  are almost identical with the conditions f o r  -of:, con- 
siderable emphasis should be-placed on keeping low the energy loss BBSO- 
ciated with the exit  tangential  velocity because such a loss would not 
only -air the thrust for take-off but wo.uld also r e s u l t  in high 
specific  fuel consumption f o r  cruise. 
3 Design Problem 
" of work between the stages and on the axial va ia t ion  in  mmilar area. 
The turbine  velocity diagrams depend i n  large-part  won the division 
In the first stage the potential work capacity is seater than thELt of 
the second stage for two re&som : (I) Equal Mach numbers in  the 4x0 
stages produce higher velocities Fn *he first stage because of the 
higher local sonic speeds. (2) High exit tangential velocity can be 
used in the f i rs t  stage  provided that the lFmits on entrance Mach nun- 
ber and static-pressure change are  not exceeded in the second stator .  
The work output will therefme ordinarily be divided so that more work 
will be prduced by the first s a g e  than by the second. For a given 
exit  annula.r area, decreasing the blade height at  the turbine entrance 
results in increased Mach rimers and decreased amounts of turnls@;. 
The design problem therefare becomes a matter of seeking a compatible 
conibination of work division and axial var ia t ion  In annular mea that  
will result Fn law exit  tangential  velocity and flaw conditions i n  the 
turbine which are  within the design limits on Mach nunib=, turning, and 
static-pressure change. 
" 
. In order t o  solve the design problem, a neam must be evolved t o  
quantitatfvely  relate  the following factors: 
.i 
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(1) T o t a l  work output 
(2) MRSS flow 
(3) Blade speed 
(4) m e t  pressure and temperature 
(5) Division of work between stages 
(6) Axial vasiation i n  annuLas area 
(7) E x i t  tangential velocity 
c 
(8) Mach numbers 
(9)  Static-pressure changes 
(10) Amounts o f  turning 
A sfiqplifiedmethod of analysis which relates these  factors is outltned. 
i n  the follarLng paragraphs. 
The ncanencLature used in this analysis is Shawn in figure 1. 3 
The analysis all be confined t o  IAe h~ section of the annulus, 
asd the following conditions axe assumed to prevail for purposes of this 
asalysis : 
(1) 'Phe specific mass flaw pV, at  the hub is the average for the annulus. " " 
- 
For the temgerature range of- thjs  analysis, a value of the ratio of 
specific heats y equal to 1.32 is appropriate. 
- ". 
In order t o  scaa the most- promising range of turbine design, a 
series of clmrts was constructed on the basu of a one-afinensioml 
2K 
e 
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analysis of flow through the turbine. A method of turbine-velocity- 
dfagram analysis by m e a n s  of chart construction is presented in refer- 
ence 3. Although the method of reference 3 i s  well suited to the anal- 
ysis of a wide.raage of turbine-design conditioas, the res-trictions 
lmposed on the turbine-des€gn problem to be analyzed herein make a dif- 
ferent type of chart more desirable. In the present case the turbine 
mass flow per unit of turbine Frontal =ea and the turbine-tip speed are 
constant for the range of the mlySi8j for this reason, a new type of 
chart was evolved, the derivation of which  is presented fn the append ix .  
A p r t i c u l a r   d i a s i o n  of .wmk between the  turbine stages m u s t  be 
assumed for the construction of each set of these charts. Four charts 
constitute a set, one each for the entrance and exit of each rotor- 
blade row. For this analysis, work divi;sions of 65/35 (65 percent of 
the t o t a l  work of l.31 Btu per pound is produced by the first stage and 
35 percent, by the second), 70/30, and 75/25 were considered. One such 
se t  of charts Ls presented i n  ffgure 2 f o r  8. work division of 70/30. 
These charts present flow conditions at the huk of each rotor-blade 
row. 
U s e  of Primary C h a 3 . t ~  
Each cha,rt consists of a plot  of the work parameter UVda,,2 
agaFnst the blade-speed parameter U/&cr,2. On each chart, lines are 
plotted for constant values of other pa,raaeters of interest-  These are 
generally absolute and r eh t ive  flow directions a and B, and absolute 
and relative Bbch rimers V i a  and %/a. Far etatfon 5, the exit f'roi 
the last rotor-blade row, lines a z e  plotted for  c o n s k t  values of 
relative Mach nmiber (W/a)S, tangential-velocity par-ter (Vdam)5, 
and axial-velocity parameter . ( VJacr)5 
2 
The stage work E of the first  stage, for inshnce, can be stated 
u2vu,2 - u3vu,3 
E2-3 =I gJ 
This expression can be restated 
gJE2-3 'ZVu,2 - '3'u,3 
&cr, 2 2 cr,2 
2 Z &  2 
Each of the  factors on the right side of this.equatton i s  an orana te  
i n  figure 2(a) or'2(b); figures Z(a) and 2(b) are used by superimposing 
the two clxxts. The ordLnates are offset by such anbanount that the 
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difference of the work parameters Wda,,: e q w u  the required " 
value of stage-work parameter gJEz3/a,,2 * The lateral or  horizontal 4 
orientation of the two charts i s  a matter of choice; each orientation 
correspomb t o  a definite difference in blade speed and thus a certain 
change i n  blade height. For a particular lateral arienktion, each 
point on figure z(a), for  example, corresponds to .a   par t icular   set  of 
flow conditions at station 2 and the  coinciding  point on figure.  2(b) 
carresponds t o  a particular set of flow conditions a t  s ta t ion  3. Thus, 
the relation between the flow conditions a t  stations 2 and 3 is apparent, 
and the flow conditions. at one station need not  be  opthized  without 
regard for the other  but  rather compatible conditione can be eelected. 
. "  
- 
" 
B 
. " 
In order to change the axial vaxfation in annular area, a corre- 
sponding pa- of charts need only be shifted laterally with  respect t o  
each ather. A new se t  of charts m u s t  be constructed i f  'the work d i v i -  
sion between the stages is t o  be altered- mew charts for only stations 3 
and-4 need be constructed because, with only minor inaccuracies, one se t  
of charts  for  stations 2 asd 5 can be 'used for a range of work division. 
- ,. 
The folloKfng example will i l lwkra t e  %he use af the prFmary 
charts. Consider the f L m  conditions i n  the second stage for a 70/30 
work division. The value of stage-work parameter gJEq4/a, 22 is 
0.233 for t h i s  case. The reUt ive  Mach nWer  at the rotor entrance 
(W/a) is  t o  be found for the f o l lar ing  conditions: 
, 
( 1) A blade-spee& parasleter U5/acr,2 a t  the rotor exit of 0.30 
(2)  An mnular-area increase camespondjlng to a change in the blade- 
speed prameter U/acr,z of -0.02; that  is, Uq/acr,2 = 0-32 
(3) ~n &t tangential velocity ~,,5 of zero 
F a  these conditions, the work parameter at the turbFne exit 
U5Vu,s/acr,22 i s  zero and it is seen from figure 2(d) that the r e l a t ive  
Mach n M e r  a t  t h e  t u r b b e  exit (W/a) 5 is 0.58. At the rotor entrance 
the work parameter U~VU, 4/a=,z2 must be 0.233 fn order that the stage 
w i l l  produce design wmck. Under this condition, the entrance Mach num- 
ber re la t ive to  the last ro to r  -(W/a), is 0,73 (fig.  2(c)) .TMs 
decrease i n  r e b t i v e  Mach number' from 0.73 a t  the  entrance  to the blade 
row t o  0.58 a t  the .exit of the blade .rm. produces a static-pressure 
rise xithLn the rotor,  a condition outside the design llmits. 
. .  . . . ". 
- 
il 
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" If it is desired t o  design a turbine for same given exit annular 
area, the problem of selecting a suitable design f r o m  figures 2(a) t o  
2( d) can be s-lified by m a k h g  cross plots of these  figures as shown 
in figures 3 to 6. 
Figures 3 t o  6 were  constructed'ln the following mer: Fig- 
ures 6(a), 6(b), Etnd 6(c) were obtained by crois-plotting  the values 
obtained from figure 2 (d)  by moa along a ver t ical   l ine  a t  the value 
of the blade-speed parameter at  the turbine exit U5/aCr,2 required by 
the fixed exit area. For the turbine design considered, which has an 
exit annular =ea of 405 square inches, the blade-speed par"& 
U5/a,,2 has a 'value of 0.319. Figure 6( d) was obtained from f ig-  
ures 6(b) and 6(c) and the following trigon&tric relation of the 
velocity  triangle: 
1 
w h e r e  from the definition of critical velocity am: 
In order t o  obtain figure 5 it was necessary to assume different values 
for the annular area divergence beween s ta t ion 4 at the  entrance to 
the last rotor and s ta t ion 5 .  at  the exit of the last rotor. When ap 
axial varLation of annuLar are& is  aseumed with  the.  exit .a rea  known, 
the blade-speed parameter U4/acr,2 is fixed. With the change in work 
parameter A (Wu/E1,, 2") known from the required wmk f o r  the  stage, - 
it is possible to f ind values of the work parame%er a t  the  rotor.entrance 
(mu) 4/acr, 22 that correspond t o  values of the work parameter at  the 
r o t a  exit (UV~)5/a,,2~. -These two conditions are used to obtain, 
from figure 2(c), the cross plots (figs. 5(.a),  5(b), and 5(c)) of the 
parameters restive entrance mch n ~ e r  (Wla),, r e h t i v e  entrance 
angle of flaw 84, and absolute entrasce angle of flaw a4 against the 
work parameter at  the ro to r  exi t  (Wu)5/acr,22 for  lines of constant 
difference in  annulas area between stations 4 and 5 (constant values of 
blade-speed parameter TJda,,2). The plot of absolute entrance Mach 
c 
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n ~ & e r  (v/a), against work parameter a t  the rotor  exit (W,)5/acr,2 2 
(fig.  5(d)) w a s  obtained from figures  5(a) t-?o5(c) and the  following - 
trigonometric  relation of the  velocity  triangle: 
. ". 
. . -  . .  .~ - I . " . ."" 
cos $ 4 
cn 
In  a similar manner the cross plots sham in figures 3 and 4 were obtained l-i 
f r c a n  figures 2(a) and 2(b) .  
m -  
' c u  
" 
These charts make it possible  to scan -&.he available  velocity diagrams 
far a given w o r k  division, exit annular area, d v a r i w .  axial variations - .  - 
i n  annular area. 
- .  
RESULTS 
In tables I and I1 are shown the  effects of w o r k  division and cone 
angle  on-the  design of a turbine t o  e i v e  the- corapressm. of reference 1 
over a range of flight conditions for which the. exhaust-nozzle mea of 
the engine remains . c~ns tap t .  In %der t o  -simplify the following dis- 
cussion,  the term cone angle (see fig.- 1) is '.&ied'to denote 'axial  vari- 
ation i n  apnular area. A l l  the turbine designs shown in table6 I and II 
are for an exit ann-. area of 405 square inches. 
-. "" . -  
.. 
.. 
4 
. . -. 
. "  . .. 
r - -  
Effect of Work Division -" 
The effects of three work divisionson the hub conditions of a .. 
turbke for a cone angle of 13.90 are sham in.'' table I. "-h a basia f o r  
comparison, constant static pressure (hqmUeT across t h e  hub of the 
last ro to r  and a single cone angle were assigned for  the  three work 
divisions. Table I shows that for the particuLar cone angle, increasing . 
the amount of w o r k  done 4 the first stage has the following effects: 
(1) The entrance Mach numbers t o  the f i rs t  rotor and the second 
- "" 
- .  
. .  
." 
stator are increased. 
- -  . .. . 
- . .  
. - r "  
.. - 
(2) The turning in  every blade row is decreased. 
"- 
decreased. 
(4) The exit  tangentid velocity vu, 5 
(3) The static-preesure & . q p  i n  the second stator, as indicated by 
the  dwerence between the entr-apce and exit.absolute . .  . .. .. ". Mach . .  numbers, is 
" . . - . -. : ="" 
. ,  
is decreased. 
G f  the three work divisions, on ly  the 75/25 division is outs 
13 
ide the 
design limits. For the 75/25 d i k s i o n ,  . (1) &e entrance relative Mach 
number t o  the f i rs t  rotor (W/a)Z of 0.95 exceeds the limit of 0.85 
placed on entrance Mach number, (2) the  entrance Mach number t o  the 
second stator (V/a)g of 0.95 also exceeds this limit, and (3) the Mach 
number variation in the second s ta tor  from the entrance value ( V / E ) ~  
of 0.95 t o  the exit value (V/a)4  of 0.89 results in a static-pressure 
rise across the stator, a conditfon outside the design Limits. 
n 
For the 65/35 work division,  the-  entrance Mach numbers, the amounts 
of turning, and the static-pressure changes appear t o  be more conservative 
than for the 70/30 work divieion. On the other hand, for the 70/30 and 
65/35 work divisions, the exit tangential velocities are -96 and -206 fee t  
per second, respectively. Because the kinetie energy associated with 
these velocities does not exceed 0.85 Btu per pound, both ammtq of loss 
are small in  comparison with the over-all work output (l31'Btu/lb) of the 
turbine. Under conditions other than those analyzed, these losses may 
become larger. In addition, the occurrence of high exit tangential 
velocity (200 ft/sec or greater)  may result in appreciable lose in the 
exit ducting or afterburner. 
Effect' of Variation in Cone Angle 
The effect of changing the cone angle for a 70/30 work  division is 
shown in table II. Each of the f i r s t   t h r e e  columns has a different 
uniform value of cone -le from turbine entrance t o  exit (constant cone 
angle) and column 4 is for  a nonuniform value of cone angle from turbine 
entrance t o  exit (varying cone angle) . !be basis of comparison for all 
four columns is that  all four designs have constant static  pressure 
(Impulse) across the hub of the last ro tor .  
Constant cone angle. - The f i r s t  three columns of table I1 show that 
increasing the cone .angle has the following effects: 
(1) The in l e t  Mach numbers t o  the blade rows are increased. 
(2) The amount of turning in each blade row is decreased. 
(3) The static pressure drops, as Fndicated by the changes in  Mach 
number, across the first ro to r  and the second s ta tor  are decreased. 
(4 )  The exit tangential velocity Vu,5 i s  increased. 
C o l u m n s  1 ana 2 slim that  neither design h-as a marked advantage over 
r. 
the other. The aesign in column 2 has less turning i n  the first ro to r  
is increased and the static-pressure drop across this stator is decreased. 
The difference in exit tangential  velocity is very small .  
b. than the design in column 1 but the M e t  Mach  number to  the  second stator 
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Although tyrw. is reduced appreciably by the. cone angle shown in 
column 3, the  inlet  Mach number limit € s  &xce-&ii for  both.the first 
rotor and the second stator. In addition, the aruo%t of velocity 
increase is' reduced agpreciably in  the second stator. The exit tangential 
veloctty is also increased slightly mer that i n  the designs shown in - 
column6 1 and 2. 
V a r y i n g  cone angle. - In column 4, a design having an axial variation 
i n  cone -angle is sham; the change in the blade-speed parameter AU/acr,2 
through the first ro tor  is twice the change i n  blade-speed parameter 
variation in cone angle allows the best features of the designs in  
columns 1 and 2 to- be combined. In colqparirrg -column 4 wlth columns 1 
and 2, it is seen that the-entrance Mach mmbers are lower, the static- 
pressure drop across the blade r q m  i8 greater., the e x i t   . t q e n t i a l -  
velocity i s  a6 low or  lower, and the amount-gf tui-ning in  the blade 
rows i s  only slightly greater than the lowest values.of .either col- 
umn 1 ur 2; these changes f n  flow Conditions are a l l  small. 
AU/ac,,2 through either of the succeeding two blade r w .  This axial  
An axial variation i n  cone angle can be accomplished by 'a smooth 
continuous curving inner-shroud profile or by 8 sha&p corner if the inner- 
shroud profile is c o ~ ~ o s e d  of straight-line segments. E a sharp corner 
were. employed, the flow in  the  vicinity of the-sharp corner could not be 
accurately forecast during the course of design. Lp a smooth continuous 
curving inner-shroud profile were used, the inamifactKing ccrmpl&ity 
would be increased. There is apparently no -distinct advantage i n  varyLng 
the. cone.  angle. 
Effects of Radial Variations on Yelocity D i a g r a m s  
Velocity diagrams for three radial statio- were calculated fo r  a .  
70/30 work division with a constant cone angle the same as that i n  
column 2 of table 11. The following conditions were assumed. for this 
calculation: . . . .  . .  
(1) Free-vortex  .di.stributioa of the, t . q e n t i a l   v e l o c i t y  . .  a t  each 
station 
(2)  Simple radi+ equilibrium . . . .  a t  ... 
(3) Stage internal efficiency q 
(4) Ratlo of .loss (entropy rise) 
of 0.5 . . .  . . . . .  ... 
. . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  - 
each s.tation (see reference 2)  
. . . . . .  - . - .. . . . .  . .  
of 0:85 
. .  - .  . 
i n  the stator 
. . . . . .  
" 
t o  loss in the rotor 
. . . . .  
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As in the chart  analysis, the value of the rat io  of specific heats y 
was assumed t o  be 1.32. The velocity diagrams and the turbine configura- 
t ion for which they were calculated me sham in  figures 7 and 8 ,  rebpec- 
tively. Frau figure 7, it can be seen that the hub conditions are 
s l i g h t l y  'more conservative than those shown in  column 2 of table 11. 
%e b c h  number at  the  entrance to each blade row is s l i g h t l y  lower but 
the turning in each blade row is essentially the sane. Furthermore, 
there is a small velocity increase in the last rotor and the exit tangen- 
tial velocity has been changed from -96 t o  -59 feet per second. The 
simplified methd of analysis  fafrly  accurately  hredicted the design-flow 
conditions at the hub. For this par t icular ' se t  of calculations, the 
Mach numbers differed by 0.03 or  less and the flow angles and turning 
differed by 3' or less. 
The velocity increaBe and, therefore, static-pressure drop across 
the second stator rFITRRrinfi about constant from the hub t o  the  t ip ,  whereas 
it increases frm hub t o  t f p  for the two rotors (fig.  8) = A decrease 
in  the  static-pressure drop across the blade profile increases the 
tendency toward flow separation and its attendant - d e s i r a b l e   e f f e c t s .  
If the  static  pressure were t o  rise across a rotor this r i s e  would =ob- 
ably be confined €0 a small region  near the hub shce  the  pressure s a -  
dients become  more favorable as t h e  t i p  is approache'd. However, in the 
second stator, the pressure drop across the blade row does not become 
sure were t o  rise, the   r i se  would not be confined t o  the hub but UOUU 
extend over the entire blade heist. For this reason, it is de8irable 
i n  selecting a ffrst approxhation f r o m  the design  charts to pick a 
design  Mth a velocity increase across the  second-stator. 
L more favorable as the. t i p  is approached; therefore, if the  static  pres- 
4 
DISCUSSION 
The results of t h e  analysis, as so far pres-ented, are specific rather 
than general because they are related t o  a particular comgressor consid- 
ered as part  of an engine. The valpe of these results can be increased 
if, from them, general conc.lusions can be  drawn concerning the  ntire f 
class of single-spool compressors. lh order far .the general significance 
of these  results to be apparent, the turbine-design requirements for 
driving t h i s  comgressor over a range of engine operation with constant 
-ut-nozzle  area must be c c q a r e d  w i t h  the  turbine-design  requirements 
of other single-spool compressors. In the following -discussion, the 
turbine-inlet  temperature for take-off is presumed t o  be near 2X0° E 
because a large change in temperature will alter the turbine-design 
requirements. 
For the purpose of driving a .single-spool campressor as part  of a 
turbojet engine, a two-stage turbine can be satisfactorily designed within 
the following limits: 
I 
3.6 
(1) Turbine frontal area 5 ccappressor frontal   area 
NACA RM E52D14 
(2) Relative  .entrance Mach number t o  any blade. row 5 0.82 
(3) Turn- by any blade row <_ 1130 
(4) No static-pressure rise across -aqy blade r o w  
(5) &it tangential- velocity 5 59 feet per second 
provided that the fon.ming conditions are satisfied: 
(1) The engine is operated with constant exhaust-nozzle area. 
(2) Tfie compressor has characteristics within the following range: 
(a) Equivalent air flaw per u n i t  frontal   area F 25.8 pounds 
per square foot-secund . .  
.. 
L .. 
(b) Equivalent t i p  speed z 892 feet per second 
(c) Equivalent work input 5 I31 B t u  per. pound . .  
. .  
- - -I- 
If the turbine design requirement8 are made more c r i t i c a l  by selecting s " 
other compressor characteristics or another range of f l i gh t  conditions, 
it will very l ikely becane necessary t o  depart -from present  turbine- 
design  practice. i n  =der t.o obtain two-stage turbines nith low exit 
tangentid  velocity and f rontal  area no lsrg&r_tw the compressor. 
". ." - 
. .  
. .. - - .. . -  
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
In order t o  study the range of application of two-stage turbines t o  
drive single-spool c.aqressars, an investigation was conducted t o  deter- 
mine whether or not  satisfactory  velocity UE&%II& could be obtained for 
a turbine t o  drive 8 particular Single-Spool compressor wer a range of 
engine operation with constant &uxt-nozzle- -Kea. The characteristics 
of several engines currently being developed-were investigated; the 
requirements imposed on a turbine t o  drive the c.ompressor chosen f o r  
this investigation  constituted  the, mQst. s.eye??e- tw0:stage turbine-design - .  
problem because of the high mass flow per unit f ronta l  area, the high 
work, and the low blade-tip speed o f ,  the campressor. 
- - *  
. "  
" 
- ". - 
. - ." 
. ." . .. 1- 
." 
" 
. -  
" 
A simplified method of analysis, which fairly accurately  predict& 
the des ign-f low cond&tions, "s m l v e d  f CE this study. 
- .  .. . . . 
. .  
-. - . -  " . 
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For the compressor Investigated, the following results regarding 
the  turbine were obtained: - 
1. On the basis of the velccity-diagram study, it appears possible 
t o  design a two-stage turbine  to  drive  the  single-spool campressor. 
However, it is necessary t o  design very close  to  present  turbine aerody- 
namic limits if the tangential   velocity  at  the turbine exit is  t o  be 
law. A s e t  of velocity diagrams was determined w i t h i n  the PoUowing 
'limits: Relative entrance Mach number, 0.82; turning by any blade row, 
Nl 
u1 1130; no static-pressure  rise; exit tangential  velocity, -59 -feet per 
G second. 
2.  For most conservative design, the work output of the f i rs t  turbine 
stage should be about twice that of. the  second stage. 
3. With a given cone angle (axial veriation of annular area) and a " 
given exit  annular mea, the effects of increasing the work output of 
the f irst  turbine  stage w e r e  t o  increase the blade-raw in le t  PlIach 
numbers, t o  reduce the  mounts of turn-, t o  decrease  the  static- . - .. 
pressure drops, w d  to decrease the exit tangential velocity. 
4. For a given exit  annular area and a given work division between 
the stages, the effects of increas iq  the cone angle ( l i p e a r  rate of 
I change of the inner-shroud radius i n  the  axial  direction) w e r e  t o  increase 
the blade-row ih le t  Mach nmb&rs, t o  reduce the amount of turning, t o  
decrease the static-pressure drops, and t o  increase the kit tangential ' - velocity. 
.. . 
5. A -slight improvement in the  velocity diagrams can be obtained by 
use of varying cone angle (nonlinear r a t e  of change of the inner-sbroud 
radius  in  the  axial   direction)  at  the expense of mechanical complexity. 
CONCLUS IOX 
For the purpose of driving a single-spool cmcgressor 88 par t  of a 
turbojet. engine, a two-stage turbine can be satisfactorlljr designed 
within the following limits: 
(1) Turbine frontal. area scaqpressor frontal area - 
(2)  Relative  entrance Mach number t o  any blade row 5 0.82 
(3) Turning by arQ blade raw 5 U0 
(4) No static-pressure rise across any blade i-ow 
(5) Exit  tangentid  velocity 5 59 feet  per second 
I - 
- -  
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provided that the following conditions are satisfied: . . 
. " . .- - 
(1) The -engine is operated with- constant- exhaust-nozzle area. - 
Lewis F l i g h t P r q u l s i o n  Laboratory 
Cleveland, Ohio 
National Advisory Co-ttee fo r  Aeronautics 
NACA RM E52D14 
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APPENDIX - METKOD QE' CONSBXUCTION OF PRIMARY CHARTS 
The p r m y  charts have as coordinates the w o r k  parameter 
UVu/a,,22 and the  blade-speed  parameter U/%,2. Lines of constant 
values of other parameters of interest  are plotted on these coordinates. 
Two such charts are required f o r  each row of rotor blades, one for the. 
rotor entrance and one far the rotor exit. These charts are particularly 
suitable for velocity-diagram analysis of turbine  stages having fixed 
values of blade-tip speed and equivalent maas flow per  unit of turbine 
frontal  area. 
. " 
In order t o  construct these charts, the following factors must be 
assumed or assigned: 
(I) Ratio of specific heats, y 
(2) Work output per stage, E 
(3) Weight flow per unit of frontal area, w/A 
(4) Gas constant, R 
( S) Stage internal efficiency, q 
(6) Inlet  total  pressure,  P",- 
(7) W e t  t o t a l  t q e r a t u r e ,  T ' ~  
(8) Blade-tip speed, UT 
(9) Division of loss between s ta tor  and rotor of each stage 
(10) That the specific mass flow pV, at the hub is the average 
for the annulus 
(U) That the w o r k  output a t   the  hub is the average for the m U u s  
From these factors, the values of cr i t ical  veloci ty  +r an& t o t a l  
density p' can be computed. for each axial station by  means of standard 
thermodynamic procedures. 
All of the symbols used i n   t h i s  appendix .refer  to  conditions  at  the 
hub of the annulus with the single excqtion of UT, the blade-tip speed. 
L 
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For each chart a range of values of m k  parameter Wu/acr,Z2 and 
blade-speed  parameter U/acr,2 must be assignecl. The specific-mass-flow 
parameter pVX/placr can then be determined from 
. .. - . .  
From the definition of cr i t ical  veloci ty  aCr, t h a t  i s  
the  tangential-velocity parameter . Vu/", can . .  be determined. .. . - 
- . -  
. .  
1 
The values of specific-mass-floy parameter pVx/p'acr and tangential- .. ~ 
velocity parameter Vu/accr can .be used i n  cgnjunction with the flaw 
chart i n  figure 3 of' reference 3 t o  detemulne- the  iigal-veloci'ty param- 
eter vJ~,, . 
4 .  
- . "  *' .. 
Wen though the flaw chart in reference 3 was constructed f o r  a 
value of y of 1.30, the chart is applicable .for .a range of values o f .  y. 
The results are not sensitive .to ordinary variations i n  y unless the 
axial velocity approaches sonic speed. 
. -  
.. . - . .  . -
" 
. .  - " ." 
From the gemetry of the vector diagrams (see f i g .  1) , 
I . .  . 
I 
where 
V 
acr 
- =  
. "  
(A4) 
0 5 )  
. . . .. 
. 
. " 
U u acr,2 - = -  . 
%r %r,2 
. - .  
. . 
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The  Mach numbers relative t o  the stator V/a and relative to the rotor 
W/a can then be determined'. 
1 
From the  velocity  triangles 
The computed values of, far instance, W/a, a, and p can then be 
plotted against the wqk parameter WJacr,22 with lines of constant 
blade-speed parameter U/ac,,2. These results can then be cross-plotted 
t o  produce the primary charts as in   f igure 2. 
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TABU I - EFJKEZT OF WOFX DIVISION OH TUFSIHE HUB CORDITIONS FCW 
13. So COloE M G L E  AND 4 0 5 - S m - I N C H  E X I T .  AREA 
I 
cons angle 
Blade-speed par-ter, station 2 
Blabe--speed parameter, station 3 
Blase-speed p&&@ter, station 4 
Blade-8peed parameter, station 5 
Exit absolute Mach number 
Eki& absolute f l o w  angle 
Entrance relative. Mach &ber 
. .  
Exit relative Mach nlrmber 
Entrance relat ive flow angle 
Exit relative flow -le 
Turning vlthin first rotor ... 
- 
Entrance abaolute Mach number 
Exit absolute Mach -number 
Entrance absoluW f l o w  -le . . . 
Exi t  absolute-flori angle 
Turning within second stator 
Entrance rela€ive Mach number 
Exit relative Mach number . . 
Entrance r e l a t ive  flow angle 
Exit relative flow angle 
Turning w i t h h  second rotor 
Tangential component of absolute 
velocity paremeter, turbine  exit 3 
Axial component of absolute- 
velocity parazreter, turbine  exit 
7 Work division 
65/35 
13.90 
.359 
.345 
-332 
. 3m 
1.119 
65.3O 
0.800 
.975 
54.20 
U.20 
-57. qo 
0.699 
.993 
-40.20 
92-20 
52 :oo 
0.742 
.742 
34.9 
-37.50 
72 -40 
- . l l 3  
.6lB 
- 
70/30 
13.90 
.359 
.345 
,332 
.319 
65.2' 
0.820 
1.123 
54.70 
-55.50 
urr;zo 
0.850 
.935 
4 . 8 O  
49.2" 
91.00 
0.701 
.701 
30.9 
-34.0' 
6 4 . 9 '  
- 053 
.612 
c 
T 75/25 
l3.90 
.359 
.345 
.332 
1.255 
-63.8' 
0.950 
1.224 
54.10 
53.0' 
LO7. lo 
~~ 
0.949 
.887 
:39.00 
45.90 
84. 9' 
0.679 
.679 
24.0' 
30. O0 
54.00 
,005 
. 6 l l  
Fi r s t  
s ta tor  
F i r s t  
rotor 
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cone angle 
Blade-speed parameter, s ta t ion 2 
Blade-speed parameter, s ta t ion 3 
Blade-speed panimeter, stat ion 4 
Blade-speed peameter,  station 5 
Bit abeolute Mach nwiber 
Exit absolute f l o w  angle 
Ehtxance relat ive Mach number 
Edt Relative Mach number 
Entrance re la t ive  flow angle 
Exit relat ive f l o w  angle 
Turning within fFrst rotor 
Entrance absolute Mach number 
Exit  absolute Mach number 
Entrance absolute f l o w  angle 
Exit absolute flow angle 
Rrrning within second stator 
Entrance re la t ive  M a 4  number 
Exit   relative Mach number 
Entrance re la t ive  flow angle 
Exit   relative flow angle . . .  
Turning  within second rotor 
Tangential component of abaolute- 
velocity parameter, turbine exit . 
Axial component of absolute- 
velocit5. parameter; turbine  exit . 
1 
10.6' 
.349 
.339 
.x9 
.319 
1.134 
68.0' 
0,820 
1.ll5 
58.70 
58.9 
L17. Oo 
0. a24 
,939 
-44.70 
50.90 
95.6O 
0.701 
.701 
32. lo 
-33.20 
6 5 . 9  
-.a3 
. f ; l Z  
2 
13.9 
-359 
.345 
.332 
.319 
1.B 
65.20 
0.820 
1.123 
54.70 
-55.50 
no .  20 
0.850 
.935 
-4l.80 
49.20 
91.00 
0.701 
.701 
30; 9 
-34.00 
6 4 . 9  
- .OS3 
.612 
3 
17.30 
.359 
,353 
.335 
-319 
1.203 
60.7' 
0.890 
1.140 
4.8.30 
-50.00 
98.30 
0.890 
.935 
-35.50 
47.50 
83.00 
0.713 
.713 
27.80 
-34 -90 
62.10 
-.065 
.613 
4 
rrarylng 
0.359 
.339 
.329 
,319 
1.127 
55.f 
- 
0.815 
1.106 
54.50 
-58.30 
m. 80 
0.816 
.939 
44-50 
50.90 
95.40 
0.701 
.701 
32. lo 
-33.20 
6 5 . 9  
-.043 
.612 
v 
F i r s t  
statax 
First 
rotor 
Second 
statcu 
Second 
rotor 
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Inner shroud7 
Statfon 
. " 
C e n t e r  U e  of turbine . .  . .  - .- -. 
. .. . . .. . 
. .. . 
( a )  Turbine nomenclature. 
$ x i t r o t o r  1 &it stator  2 Exit  rotor 2 
(b) Velocity-diagrahl  homenclature. vu goeitive when in .sap? directton a8 U; . 
Vu negative when in direction opposite of U. 
." "_ 
- .. " - 
Figure 1. - Turbine ana velocity-diagram nomenclature. 
4K 
c 
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(b) A t  hub of station 3 for 70130 work division. 
Figure 2. - Continued. Primary turbine-design chart far analysis of flow 
conditions. 
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Y 
Blade-speed parameter, U4/amlZ 
(c) A t  hub of station 4 for 70/30 work division. 
Figure 2. - Continued.  Primary turbine-design chart far analysis of f l w  
conditions. 
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(a) At hub of station 5 for 70/30 work divis ion.  . "  
Figure 2.  - Concluded. ' prinrrry turbinedesign chart for analysis of flow conditione. 
. . .  . . .....-. 
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(a) Relative Mach number. 
Bd 60 . .  
r( GI. 
urn 
N 
P 
4 .  
- 0  
. .  > 
I 
(b) Relative flow' angle. . 
8 
2 
(c)  Absolute flow angle. 
Figure 3. - Auxlliarg turbine-design chart for analyBls of flow conditions at  hub 
of station 2 for 70/30 work dlv is lon and an ex i t  annular area of 405 square 
inches. 
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(a)  Absolute Hach w b c r .  
. 
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L 
. 
(a) Relative Mach’number. 
(b) Relative flcu angle. 
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Flov 
- 1.50- 
S t a t o r  1 
- 1.50- 
Rotor 1 
- 1.15 - 
S t a b  2 
- 2.00 __I 
Rotor 2 
16.75 
T 
@P 12.32 
I 
. . .. .- . . . .. . 
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